'We'll be Leaders in the Network Strategy Game’

As internal issues and the economic slowdown put brakes on Zee’s expansion plans last year, Punit Goenka,
MD & CEO of Zee Entertainment Enterprises Limited, used the time to set his house in order. Now, with 23.9%
growth in profits, he is ready to launch another Hindi GEC, Zindagi, and make more forays in the international
market
By Simran Sabherwal
As a new government prepares to take charge in the country this Monday, an important talking point in the
media is – will relations with Pakistan improve? Will cultural barriers be removed and will we see more
interaction between the two neighbours? While it remains to be seen what direction Indo-Pak relations take, Zee
Entertainment Enterprises Limited (ZEEL) has taken the first step to bring life across the border closer to Indians
with the launch of a premium mass Hindi GEC – ‘Zindagi’, the content for which will be initially sourced from
Pakistan.

Zee, one of India’s largest integrated media and entertainment companies, had gone slow in launching new
products over the last three years amid the economic slowdown. Even as Star stuck to leadership position in the
GEC space, leaving Zee and Colors to fight it out for the second spot, Zee worked on getting its house in order.
Now, its latest offering Zindagi looks set to capture a new set of audiences, and as PunitGoenka, MD & CEO of Zee
Entertainment Enterprises Limited (ZEEL) says, the network’s goal will be gunning for leadership position in the
genres it operates in, as also being network strategy leader. “The reason you have not seen anything happen in the
last two-three years, in terms of new products coming from Zee, was because we were getting our house in order.
We had to fix the existing part before taking on anything new,” Goenka explains.

THE HINDI GEC PLAY
Zindagi will see the first ever national launch for a Hindi language channel and will present the best shows picked
from across the border that embrace universal emotions. This will be followed by bringing in content from other
markets like Latin America, Turkey and Egypt. While content will be initially sourced, the company is looking at
producing content in collaboration or buying stories from markets abroad and producing them in India or
abroad. It is estimated that the launch budget is Rs 80-100 crore, primarily for content and marketing. The
channel proposition is ‘Jodey Dilon Ko’ – meaning that even if people across the globe are culturally different, the
stories of their lives are universal. While Zee bets big on Zindagi, it will be interesting to see what are the lessons
learnt from its earlier attempt at launching a Hindi GEC, Zee Next, introduced with much fanfare in December
2007 but shut down within a year.
Besides Zindagi, the network also launched two new channels - a Hindi Free-to-air GEC, Zee Anmol and a
premium movie channel under a new brand -&Pictures last year. In the pipeline is another Hindi GEC under the
‘&’ brand (reportedly targeting Tier I cities). With this, the number of Hindi GECs in Zee’s kitty goes up to six
(including Zee Smile and 9X).
MOVIES – THE TICKET TO TRPS?
A big talking point in the media was Zee’s acquisition of the Hindi blockbuster movie, ‘Chennai Express’ starring
Shah Rukh Khan and Deepika Padukone. While the movie opened with ratings of over 19,000 TVTs, industry
sources valued the deal at over Rs 400 million for seven years. While terming Chennai Express was an exception
to the rule, Goenka says that the time has come for the industry to have a relook at the movie acquisition strategy,
“It is becoming unviable to acquire films,” he adds, “We have taken a conscious decision this year not to acquire
any movies. We need to cool off and relook at how the movie acquisition strategy has to work for the industry. I
certainly am not in favour of this kind of pricing going forward.”

Meanwhile, Zee has successfully managed to recover lost ground in the regional space. In the very competitive
Southern market, while it is ahead of competition in Andhra Pradesh, it still has some catching up to do in
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. The company is looking to strengthen its reach in the Southern region before
launching a Malayalam GEC, post which Zee will be present across all four major southern regional languages.
Goenka says, “I am still very gung-ho about the Tamil market. It is not an overnight game, it is a long haul and we
are ready for that long haul. We have grown that market significantly for ourselves but it is still very small. We
will continue to invest there and post the success of Tamil; we will explore the Malayalam market.” Looking
ahead, while the media conglomerate is not looking at entering other regional markets, it is exploring different
genres within the existing regional markets that it is present in. Also on the cards, is a possible extension of the ‘&’
brand to the regional space.
NICHE, THE STABILIZING SPACE
With digitization kicking in, niche was the buzzword and Zee with an array of channels in this space was expected
to be a big beneficiary post digitization. Currently, the English genre – Zee Café and Zee Studio are in a small
niche that has done well for the group. The English movie channel, Studio, has held its own despite running
second or third runs. The HD propositions have also paid off well, not only for Zee but for the industry overall.
With four products in HD already on air, Zee is looking to roll out two more HD products soon and expects the
HD space to be profit-worthy in future.

The group’s edutainment space venture ZeeQ is built with the strategy to put the interest of the child first. The
proposition to get parents to encourage their kids to consume ZeeQ has mandated a restrictive advertising policy
wherein any product that is in conflict with a child’s interest is not allowed to be on ZeeQ. However, Zee is looking
at stabilizing its current offering and shutting down non-viable ones. Goenka says, “We have done so many niche
launches and are looking to stabilize those first before we launch any new formats or genres. In fact, I am
currently in a mood where I am shutting channels rather than launching new ones. We shut Zee Trendz a few
months back and most recently we shut ETC Punjabi and I have another five or six channels which would be
killed over the next 18 months.”
SPORTS IS A DIFFERENT GAME
The sports genre, however, has proved to be a proverbial thorn in Zee’s side. While its competition has
accelerated spends in this genre and primarily focussed on cricket, Zee has looked to build a more holistic
offering with TEN Sports. But concerns about acquisition costs have gone up dramatically over the years as there
has not been a subsequent increase in what the broadcaster can charge the end consumer. As a matter of fact,
Goenka says, “The sports business is affected by the way the overall industry is functioning. We were quite
hopeful that with digitization and transparency coming in, things would have
improved but the last mile has still not fallen in place. The price forbearance
continues to be a big issue for sports where our prices have been frozen since
2003-2004. These are the issues that plague the industry overall and they have
to be addressed if the sports business is to be turned around.”
IS DIGITIZATION A GAME-CHANGER?
Digitization was expected to be a game-changer but even after implementation
of two phases, broadcasters are yet to reap the benefits of what was
anticipated. Putting it bluntly, Goenka says, “In my view, digitization has not
yet happened. While my expectations on subscription revenue are met, the
industry is still bleeding. And if the industry continues to bleed, then sooner or
later I will also bleed. That is what I believe in. Hence it needs to course correct
very soon or else we are heading for Doomsday.” On what should be done,
Goenka adds, “The delivery mode to consumer may have changed from analog
to digital signal but until packaging is implemented and the consumer is able

to choose his packaging, the entire value chain from broadcaster to the MSO to the LCO has visibility on each
consumer and his choice of content. Thus, it is not working.”
‘VIDESHI’ YET DESI
Zee was among the first home-grown entertainment companies to look beyond Indian shores and also
transitioned in the last few years from being a broadcaster to being a content company, creating tailor made
content for several markets like the Middle East and Russia. With a presence already established in Malaysia, Zee
is beefing up its presence in South East Asia and has just been launched in Indonesia and Thailand. With Vietnam
next on its radar, the media conglomerate is betting on Africa to be its next big market to expand aggressively. On
the business front, though the international business has shown growth, the subscription revenues have remained
flat due to the focus on the South Asian business. However, all the non-South Asian businesses have seen
tractions, especially on the advertising front, making the growth trajectory return to the international business.
ON THE DIGITAL FRONT
With multi-device consumption on the rise, the company is reaching out to consumers via its web portal
India.com and Ditto TV, an OTT (Over-The-Top) distribution platform. First launched in 2012, Ditto TV has had
its own share of teething problems and was re-launched earlier this month. With all the bugs worked out, Ditto,
an online subscription service, currently has 3.5 million downloads and over 2,00,000 active subscribers and the
rehashed product has also been recently launched in the international markets of US, UK, Middle East, and
South-East Asia. With the right product in place, the company is currently drawing up its marketing plan which is
likely to be unveiled over the next three to four months. While Ditto TV offers live TV, it is looking to build its
video-on-demand (VOD) service aggressively.

Though the revenue generation from VOD remains minuscule, this platform could drive growth. “We have to
build it in an aggressive manner. Today, our digital play has grown multiple folds and the number of ‘uniques’
that we get on a monthly basis is close to about 36 million which is probably the highest compared to any of my
competitors.”
Goenka says, “The cornerstone of our expansion will be GECs and movies. After Zindagi’s launch, we will extend
the ‘&’ franchise. The other leg of expansion is the international business. So, these are the core strategic areas
that we are going to focus on for the next two to three years.
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‘We will be leaders in the network strategy game’

PunitGoenka, MD & CEO, Zee Entertainment Enterprises Limited (ZEEL) is articulate, precise and to-thepoint as he talks to us during this interview on the 25th floor of a luxury chain hotel overlooking the expansive
Arabian Sea. He is excited about Zee’s soon-to-be launched channel Zindagi, for which content will be sourced
from Pakistan. Here are excerpts from the conversation with Simran Sabherwal, which encompasses Zee
Network’s overall performance, &Pictures, BARC, dissolution of MediaPro and more...
Q] Another new channel in Zee’s bouquet, Zindagi. What is the thought process behind it?
We realized that we could not map our target audience according to traditional methods of SEC. Our research
showed the need to move away from these methods to begin mapping audiences according to their mindset, as
other GECs cater mostly to the traditional mindset. We had to create content to cater to the progressive mindset.
Our research also showed that such content is already being created in other geographies, Pakistan being one of
them. We have also seen content from Turkey, Egypt and several countries in Latin America. For Zindagi, while
the initial phase of launch will have serials that are already being shown in Pakistan, we will soon get into active
production, taking rights of novels and books either in India or overseas.
Q] Is India, especially Maharashtra, ready to accept content from across the border? Are you
wary of protests on account of the content being from Pakistan?
Well, I most certainly think we are ready to accept content from across the border; we have been doing it for so
many years. We accept content coming from Hollywood, we accept content from studios in the West and the East.

So there is no reason why just because it is coming from Pakistan, it should be facing any protest. Yes, I would
think that if it started to impact the local industry here, if productions stopped in India and the talent and creative
people stopped getting enough work, then there is cause for protest. But that is not the case. This is creation of a
new category in itself, which should lead to more work and different work than is currently being done. There will
always be some individuals who would want to use this opportunity to get their name in the media.
Q] What is the marketing plan for Zindagi and what kind of advertisers do you expect on the
channel?
Marketing plans are in line with any GEC launch that we see in the country. The kind of advertisers that we are
looking for are premium advertisers, because this is a premium product with critical mass available. Hence, the
advertisers may not be that different but the brands that they bring in will be quite different from what is there or
the current level of their presence on television today. When you create a new category, you also create a new
category of advertisers.
Q] What is your assessment of Zee’s overall network performance over the last one year?
It has improved significantly over the last year or 18 months. Would I have liked it to be better? Absolutely. But it
has improved significantly and that you can see in our result itself where we have beaten the market in terms of
growth levels, both on domestically as well as internationally.
Q] Are you looking at leadership position in any of the genres that you are operating in, or is
being No.1 not so important?
In the regional space, Zee Marathi is a clear leader. In fact, if I combine the viewership of Zee Marathi and Zee
Talkies, we beat any network in Maharashtra, including Zee TV. In West Bengal, we are a very strong No. 2
player, therefore I do not have any cause to worry. In the cinema genre, we are leaders and we have been leaders
for the longest period of time. Nobody has been able to topple us. In the South, we are definitely ahead of
competition in Andhra Pradesh. But in other markets, our entrance has been much later than the competition;
hence we are catching up with them.
Coming to Hindi GEC, which is obviously tracked more… leadership in a genre is important, very important, but
leadership at any cost is not doable. We believe that leadership has to be at a prudent cost, which will give returns
to shareholders at the end of the day. Protection of share-holders’ value is also a key KRA for me to deliver.
Therefore, we are very cautious in what we do. Having said that, we have had some team leadership issues in the
past. If you recall, may be four or five years ago, Zee had almost attained leadership in the Hindi GEC space, but
due to some internal issues, we had a setback. Further due to the economic slowdown of 2008-2009, we had to
prune a lot of our costs. Now we are ramping up again and I do believe that in the network strategy game, we will
be leaders.

Q] Barring TEN, all your properties tie back to the mother brand Zee. You had mentioned in an
earlier interview to IMPACT that you don’t subscribe to the philosophy of a separate brand under
Zee. What is your comment then on &Pictures?
That is my personal view, not the company view. The company’s objectives come before my personal objectives.
So, while personally I may have wanted everything under the mother brand, the logic was strong enough to
change my view, accept what the company wanted to do. Similar was the case when we acquired TEN Sports. I
could easily have changed the branding to Zee Sports and continued it. But when we studied the brand, when we
went to the market, we realized that TEN Sports has brand equity of its own and therefore we should capitalize on
it, rather than trying to change it. It was a similar case with the &Pictures brand, where I have been proven wrong
by my team, as &Pictures has been doing well since the launch.
Q] What do you think will be the game-changers for ZEE going ahead?
The whole idea of category creation is going to be a game changer and that does not apply only in this market but
even overseas, where those markets having potential were not being tapped so far. That will be the game-changer
going forward.
Q] As chairman of BARC, tell us how the entity is shaping up and what are the challenges in the
way of its being functional in October?
The biggest challenge is this whole IRS debacle. Because based on that study, panel design will happen. Until my
panel is designed, I cannot recruit the panels. So we are facing some issues on that front. But I am still working
towards the deadline of this year and not going beyond this year to make BARC functional. We are glad that we
finished the funding process of BARC. All the vendors are in place now. We have not announced a few names but
that will come out next month once the board gives the formal clearance. So everything is in place and as soon as
this IRS issue gets resolved, we will be in full-fledged implementation mode. The meters are being manufactured
as we speak and things should be as per plan, but with minor deviations, if any. As per government guidelines, it

has to be a 20,000 homes panel, that’s the number we are looking at. To deliver a 20,000 home panel, we will
have to put in place 23,000-25,000 meters. The funding has come from the industry, I would believe that if they
are willing to put up money, then they are behind BARC.
Q] What are your expectations from BARC?
A transparent robust system for the television industry is my only expectation from BARC.
Q] What do you think should be done to increase ARPUs and go up the value chain while
providing value to the subscriber at the end?
If the industry can implement packaging, that in itself will drive ARPUs. Just study the historic data of DTH, from
an ARPU level of 110-120, today the DTH ARPUs levels are at almost 180-190. So nothing had to be done, the
industry itself did it. Today the fear of losing subscribers from one to the other is the cause of the basic concern
and the LCOs have a field day on that. So until packaging is implemented, nothing can be done to save
distribution.
Q] Are you disappointed with the recent TRAI ruling on content aggregators and the dissolution
of MediaPro?
No, I am not unhappy about it; it’s not something that bothers me too much. The regulation in order to fix
MediaPro has messed up the interests of the industry. But that is life; I guess we have to live with it. Where the
objective of the regulation was so that two large broadcasting houses like ZEE and Star cannot come together, it
has actually left the smaller broadcasters in a lurch. The vultures will be out, the MSOs and LCOs, to see how to
take advantage of that.
Q] What is the current scenario in the distribution space? Do you think TRAI is micro-managing
the scenario?
TRAI is doing what any other regulator will do, so I cannot fault them in any way. Because the industry is divided,
each part of the industry has its own biases or interests and we cannot come together for a common cause, that is
what impacts us. When TRAI tries to take care of all interests, it ends up hurting one or the other. I cannot fault
them for what they are doing, that is the regulator’s job and it’s for the industry to work together and shape
regulation along with TRAI, which is lacking.
Q] What are the challenges that you have faced last year and the challenges you foresee for the
coming year?
The biggest challenge has been digitization and it continues to be digitization. The other challenge has been price
forbearance and it continues because the process will take some more time. The biggest challenge that our
industry faces is that our policies are such that they equate a gadha and a ghoda as equals. I wish somebody
would apply some logic and reason to those regulations and differentiate between a serious player in the business
versus a player who is in the business not for profits but for other reasons. I do not understand how with a capital
of Rs 5 crore, you can become a broadcaster in the country. Those are the challenges that one has to face and
address going forward sooner or later.

